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ABSTRACT

A detailed reanalysis is presented of a ‘‘Bayesian’’ climate parameter study (as exemplified by Forest et al.)

that estimates climate sensitivity (ECS) jointly with effective ocean diffusivity and aerosol forcing, using

optimal fingerprints to compare multidecadal observations with simulations by theMassachusetts Institute of

Technology 2D climate model at varying settings of the three climate parameters. Use of improved meth-

odology primarily accounts for the 90% confidence bounds for ECS reducing from 2.1–8.9K to 2.0–3.6K. The

revised methodology uses Bayes’s theorem to derive a probability density function (PDF) for the whitened

(made independent using an optimal fingerprint transformation) observations, for which a uniform prior is

known to be noninformative.A dimensionally reducing change of variables onto the parameter surface is then

made, deriving an objective joint PDF for the climate parameters. The PDF conversion factor from the

whitened variables space to the parameter surface represents a noninformative joint parameter prior, which is

far from uniform. The noninformative prior prevents more probability than data uncertainty distributions

warrant being assigned to regions where data respond little to parameter changes, producing better-constrained

PDFs. Incorporating 6 years of unused model simulation data and revising the experimental design to improve

diagnostic power reduces the best-fit climate sensitivity. Employing the improvedmethodology, preferred 90%

bounds of 1.2–2.2K for ECS are then derived (mode and median 1.6K). The mode is identical to those from

Aldrin et al. and [using the same Met Office Hadley Centre Climate Research Unit temperature, version 4

(HadCRUT4), observational dataset] from Ring et al. Incorporating nonaerosol forcing and observational

surface temperature uncertainties, unlike in the original study, widens the 90% range to 1.0–3.0 K.

1. Introduction

Key climate system parameters—in particular equilib-

rium climate sensitivity (Seq), effective vertical deep-ocean

diffusivity (Ky), and total aerosol forcing (Faer)—are

often estimated by studies (usually formulated in Bayesian

terms) that compare simulations by adjustable param-

eter climatemodels with observations. Examples of such

studies include Forest et al. (2000, 2001, 2002, 2006, 2008,

hereafter F00, F01, F02, F06, and F08, respectively; col-

lectively the Forest studies), Andronova and Schlesinger

(2001), Frame et al. (2005), Hegerl et al. (2006), Knutti

et al. (2002), Sans�o et al. (2008, hereafter SFZ08), Sans�o

and Forest (2009, hereafter SF09), Aldrin et al. (2012),

and Ring et al. (2012). These studies provided six of the

eight probability density functions (PDFs) given in the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)

Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) for equilibrium

climate sensitivity inferred from observed changes in

climate [Hegerl et al. (2007), see their appendix 9.B for

an explanation of such studies].

The Forest studies are excellent examples since they

used a wide spread of instrumental observations and

avoided dependence on existing ill-constrained estimates

of Ky and Faer by jointly estimating them with Seq. Using

for this reason F06 as a starting point, this paper derives

and implements an improved, objective Bayesian, meth-

odology, which provides better defined PDFs for Seq in

particular. Further, by taking advantage of the final 6 years

of model simulation data, unused in F06, and revising

the experimental design to improve diagnostic power, an

updated closely constrained estimate for Seq is obtained.

F06 and similar studies involve comparisons between

observed temperatures at various spatiotemporal
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coordinates and climate model simulations. The models

have adjustable calibrated parameters controlling key

climate properties and are more suited than atmosphere–

ocean general circulation models (AOGCMs) for ex-

ploring the entire parameter space and running multiple

simulations at varying parameter settings.

F06 used the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(MIT) 2D climate model (2DCM) (Sokolov and Stone

1998; F06). Forcings from all greenhouse gases (specified

explicitly), sulfate aerosols (calculated from emissions),

stratospheric and tropospheric ozone, land use, solar ir-

radiance, and volcanism (specified as stratospheric

aerosol optical depth) (collectively referred to as

GSOLSV) were included: see the F06 auxiliary material

for details. To place F06 in context, it represented an

update of F02 using more comprehensive forcings; F08

used the same methods and data as F06 except for its

model simulations, which employed a later version of

the MIT 2DCM, while Libardoni and Forest (2011) in-

vestigated sensitivities to the surface temperature da-

taset. Drignei et al. (2008) used a statistical model as

a nonlinear regression surrogate to estimate the same

parameters using F02’s data and alternative correlation

structures. SFZ08 and SF09 used F06 data but employed

more complex hierarchical Bayesian methods, unlike

the approaches used in F06 and this paper, which differ

principally in the prior distribution used. The SFZ08

and SF09 posterior PDFs for Seq and
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ky

p
substantially

reflected the chosen priors and, using uniform priors,

were poorly constrained.

F06 used three ‘‘diagnostics’’ (groups of variables whose

observed values are compared to model simulations):

d Surface-air temperatures [surface (sfc)]: These are

four equal-area latitude averages for each of the 5

decades comprising 1946–95, referenced to 1905–95

climatology (Jones et al. 1999).
d Deep-ocean temperatures [deep ocean (do)]: This is

the trend in global mean 0–3-km-deep-layer pentadal

averages ending in 1959–95 (Levitus et al. 2005).
d Upper-air temperatures [upper air (ua)]: These are

the differences between 1986–95 and 1961–80 aver-

ages at eight standard pressure levels from 850 to

50 hPa on a 58 grid (Parker et al. 1997).

Simulations were run from 1860 to 2001 using 499

parameter combinations, with Seq ranging from 0.5

to 15K, Ky from 0 to 64 cm2 s21, and Faer from 21.5

to 10.5Wm22. (Units for these parameters are gener-

ally omitted from here on.) Cases with Seq . 10 were

discarded. For estimation, Ky was parameterized as its

square root (Sokolov et al. 2003), ocean heat uptake

being proportional thereto. The term Faer represents net

forcing (direct and indirect) during the 1980s relative to

pre-1860 levels and implicitly includes omitted forcings

with patterns similar to those of sulfate aerosols. Means

of four-member initial condition ensembles were used at

each parameter combination to reduce the impact of

internal variability. The diagnostics ended in 1995, match-

ing F02 to enable the effects of including a more complete

set of forcings to be illustrated, so the final six simulation

years were not used. Reference should bemade to F06 and

F02 for a fuller description of the MIT2DCM and simula-

tion runs, applied climate forcings, and methods used.

F06 uses an optimal fingerprint method involving

comparing the modeled Tm(um) and observed ~To spa-

tiotemporal patterns of temperature change for each

diagnostic, where u5 fSeq,
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ky

p
,Faerg represents the

three climate parameters being estimated. These are ide-

alized parameters and, in practice, Seq changes somewhat

with time as additional feedbacks are activated. Simu-

lation variability and model error are ignored.

AOGCM control run data provide an estimate of the

natural variability (climate noise) covariance matrix CN

for each diagnostic. The estimated noise covariance ma-

trix ĈN will be inaccurate, sinceAOGCMcontrol runs are

of limited length and imperfectly simulate natural vari-

ability. Regularization is applied to obtain an approxi-

mate but more robust inverse covariancematrix estimate.

The usual truncated eigen-decomposition regularization

method is employed in F06, with only the largest k ei-

genfunctions (EOFs), or modes of variability, being re-

tained in the estimate, ĈN(k). Sensitivity to the truncation

parameter is a known problem with optimal fingerprint

methods (Allen and Tett 1999, hereafter AT99).

Measurement error for the surface and upper-air

diagnostics is small compared to estimated internal cli-

mate variability and is therefore ignored. For the uni-

variate deep-ocean diagnostic, neither observational

measurement error nor control run variance dominates.

The two variances are added to give ĈN , k being irrel-

evant here since ĈN has only one element.

For each diagnostic, goodness-of-fit statistics

r2(um, ~To)5 [Tm(um)2 ~To]
TĈ

21
N (k)[Tm(um)2 ~To] are

computed. From r2 F06 compute a joint likelihood

p(~To j um) for each Tm(um), representing the relative prob-

ability of that diagnostic’s observations as a function of the

candidate parameter value um. The likelihood function is

based on Dr2, the excess of r2(u, ~To) over the minimum r2

value, having amFm,n distribution:m being the number of

parameters being estimated and n the degrees of freedom

(DF) available for estimating CN (see supplemental ma-

terial for additional discussion). Theminimum r2 is checked

for consistency with the errors being generated by in-

ternal variability.

F06 uses a Bayesian paradigm, whereby probability

distributions can be estimated for unknown parameters.
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Applying Bayes’s theorem, F06 derives a joint posterior

PDF for the parameter vector u as the normalized

product of the likelihood function from one diagnostic

and a ‘‘prior’’ probability distribution consisting of the

product of separate uniform priors for each parameter.

Bayes’s theorem is then applied twice more, each time

multiplying the previous posterior PDF for u, used as the

prior, by the likelihood function from another diagnostic

to obtain an updated posterior PDF. Marginal PDFs for

individual climate system parameters are obtained by

integrating out the other parameters from the final joint

parameter posterior PDF. Although such PDFs may

appear to provide precise probabilistic information, they

are perhaps better viewed as indicating how likely it is

that any chosen range brackets the parameter value.

Inferences as to climate system parameter values will

be affected by the data used. The choice of data (and

parameterizations) may be guided by the physics of the

climate system but remains somewhat subjective. There

is merit in seeking data that well constrain parameter

values, but there may be a trade-off with data quality

and coverage. Surface, upper-air, and/or deep-ocean tem-

perature data spanning much of the instrumental period

are typically used. Using other data types or periodsmay

give rise to significantly different parameter estimates,

as can detailed data processing choices. The selection of

data types to compare to model simulations is a key de-

cision; in this paper we work from the F06 data choices.

2. Objective Bayesian inference

In order for Bayesian inference to reflect, insofar as

possible, only the data from which it is derived—as is

appropriate when reporting objectively stand-alone

scientific results—a noninformative prior must be used

(Bernardo and Smith 1994; Kass and Wasserman 1996).

If the prior is informative, and not overwhelmed by the

data, a Bayesian posterior density is unlikely to ap-

proximate the density arising if, hypothetically, the ex-

periment(s) concerned were to be repeated indefinitely,

so valid frequentist confidence intervals cannot be esti-

mated. Since the available data are insufficient to con-

strain climate parameters narrowly, an informative prior

exerts strong influence.

Typically, scientific studies not expressed in Bayesian

terms implicitly use a noninformative prior when con-

sidered from a Bayesian perspective. That occurs when

observables are sampled according to their probability

distributions. Gregory et al. (2002) estimated the change

in global mean temperature between two periods and the

corresponding change in forcing net of ocean heat uptake.

They repeatedly sampled the probability distributions for

those estimated changes, assuming independent normal

error distributions, to derive a PDF for the ratio of the

changes, which gives Seq. The resulting PDF effectively

embodies a noninformative prior. Similarly, Forster and

Gregory (2006) diagnosed Seq by ordinary least squares

regression of changes in forcing net of radiative flux on

changes in surface temperature, all errors being assumed

Gaussian. They stated that this was equivalent to as-

suming uniform priors in the data (observables), which

is noninformative given Gaussian errors.

Explicitly Bayesian climate sensitivity studies have

commonly used uniformpriors, or sometimes deliberatively

informative ‘‘expert’’ priors, for the parameters being

estimated. Frame et al. (2005) advocated sampling a flat

prior distribution in Seq if that is the target of the esti-

mate and did not mention noninformative priors, but

nevertheless derived PDFs for Seq using various differ-

ent sampling methods. Their uniform sampling-of-

observables method, which they stated was appropriate

for and gave an objective range for Seq relevant to twenty-

first-century warming forecasts, is very similar to the

one we propose, although their implementation requires

equal numbers of observables and parameters, and

likelihood skewness may mean the prior involved was

only approximately noninformative. Pueyo (2012) asserted

that the problems of estimating Seq and its reciprocal,

the climate feedback parameter, were equivalent, and

hence their priors should have the same form, implying

a uniform-in-log(Seq) prior. However, it is not clear that

in practice the two problems have the same character-

istics. In any event, Pueyo’s arguments are not applica-

ble where, as here, the prior is for jointly estimating Seq
and other parameters and is a function of all those

parameters.

When data affected by random errors bear strongly

nonlinear relationships to parameters upon which the

(hypothetical) true data values depend, as with Seq and

Ky in particular, a uniform prior is only noninformative

if applied to the true data, the likelihood functions for

which are of known form, centered on the observations

(Box and Tiao 1973). Applied to the model parameters,

as in F06, a uniform prior will be informative and may

lead to substantially erroneous estimated parameter

PDFs. Many parameterizations are possible. In this pa-

per, a uniform prior is applied to the true data, a param-

eterization in which a uniform prior is noninformative.

Correct inference about parameters that have non-

linear relationships with data is impossible when, as in

F06, only a sum of squared whitened differences (r2) is

computed. The sum of squares suffices to derive a proba-

bility density in data space but not tomap that density into

a density in parameter space. To estimate objectively

a joint probability density for the parameters, the re-

lationship between natural volume elements in data space
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and in parameter space must be computed. Determining

a noninformative prior for the parameters is intimately

bound up with that metric relationship (Kass 1989).

Computing it requires information on how each whitened

difference changes withmodel parameter values.Without

such information, there is no way of correctly allocating

probability mass between different locations in parameter

space with identical sums of squared differences. For ex-

ample, if the position of a point in 3D relative to an origin

is measured with error in Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z)

but the parameters to be estimated are distance, azimuth,

and elevation (r,f, u) (spherical coordinates), knowing

(x2 1 y2 1 z2) provides no information as to f or u, and

the relationship between the data space and parameter

space volume elements dxdydz and drdfdu varies with

location.

Furthermore, Bayesian updating cannot provide ob-

jective inference when the data used in deriving the

posterior to be updated (forming the prior) and the data

from which the updating likelihood function is derived

have differing nonlinear relationships with the param-

eters, as the sets of diagnostic data in F06 do. In that

case, the noninformative parameter priors required for

objective Bayesian inference from the two datasets in-

dividually would differ. Using the appropriate individually

noninformative prior, Bayesian updating would produce

a different result according to the order in which Bayes’s

theoremwas applied to the two datasets (see supplemental

material for additional discussion). That noninformative

priors and Bayesian updating conflict is a known problem

(Kass and Wasserman 1996).

Noninformative priors vary with the experiment in-

volved; they cannot be directly interpreted in probabi-

listic terms (Bernardo and Smith 1994). In order for the

posterior to be dominated to the greatest possible extent

by the data, however weak, and thereby for the prior to

convey no particular knowledge as to the parameters,

a noninformative prior must differ according to what

nonlinear relationships the data has with the parameters.

3. Data

a. Data sources

The raw surface and upper-air observational datasets

employed in F06 were revised subsequent to use in F06

and are no longer online. Only partial AOGCM control

run data still exist. We were initially unable to obtain

original data for F06 and instead obtained archives of

processed diagnostic data for two related studies: Curry

et al. (2005, hereafter CSF05) and SFZ08. F06 stated

that CSF05 used its data, while SFZ08 stated that it used

F06 data. An archive of F06’s computer code and partially

processed annual and decadal data (GRL06_reproduce)

was subsequently made available, with model simula-

tion data verified against partially extant raw data.

Analysis showed that the SFZ08 surface and upper-air

diagnostic data were essentially identical to that gener-

ated by GRL06_reproduce and that the significantly

different CSF05 data were misprocessed.

The GRL06_reproduce MIT model data ended in

November 2001, with the last 6 years’ data being dis-

carded since the F06 diagnostics ended in 1995, but the

surface observational data used ran to August 1996.

Dr. Forest has confirmed (C. E. Forest 2012, personal

communication) that there is thus a 9-month discrepancy

between the F06/SFZ08 model simulation and observa-

tional surface diagnostic data and also that the forcings

used were valid through to 2001. The timing mismatch

has little impact on results.

We present results using the F06/SFZ08 5-decade to

1995/96 surface diagnostic data so as to provide accurate

comparisons with the F06 results. We also present re-

sults using a revised extended surface diagnostic with

correctly matched model and observational data for the

6 decades to 2001, using a 9-decade climatology to 1991

to compute temperature anomalies. Doing so substantially

improves the constraint provided by the surface diagnostic.

With a surface diagnostic comprising 5 decades, all in-

cluded in the climatology, greater model simulation tem-

perature increases at higher Seq settings are more heavily

diluted by deduction of increased model simulation cli-

matological means. This effect may be illustrated by cal-

culating, for both surface diagnostics, what proportion of

the difference between the global mean model-simulated

temperatures in the key final diagnostic decade at set-

tings of Seq 5 1 and Seq 5 6, before deduction of the

climatological mean, remains after its deduction. Set-

tings of
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ky

p
5 1 and Faer 520:5 are used. For the re-

vised diagnostic, that proportion is over 1.3 times as

great as it is for the F06 diagnostic. Over the lower half

of the Faer range, the F06 surface diagnostic is unable to

provide any significant constraint on Seq when
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ky

p
. 1,

while the deep-ocean diagnostic cannot do so until
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ky

p
is higher—greatly higher when Faer ,20:75 (see Fig. S2

of the supplementalmaterial). Use of the revised surface

diagnostic remedies this weakness in constraining Seq.

For surface observational data to 2001, to which the

original Met Office Hadley Centre Climate Research

Unit temperature (HadCRUT) dataset does not extend,

we use the latest version, HadCRUT4 (Morice et al.

2012). Otherwise, we use GRL06_reproduce data (for the

F06 surface and upper-air diagnostics, the essentially

identical SFZ08 data), save for using third climate con-

figuration of the Met Office Unified Model (HadCM3;

Gordon et al. 2000) control run deep-ocean data.
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When employing the surface diagnostic extending to

2001, we use the full Levitus et al. (2005) deep-ocean

observational dataset, matching the model simulation

data for 40 pentads ending 1998 rather than 37 ending in

1995. The periods covered by the various diagnostics did

not match in F06 and need not do so, but it is preferable

that they be broadly similar.

b. Issues with the upper-air diagnostic

The Bayesian inference in both our and F06’s method

involves multiplying probability densities relating to the

three diagnostics’ whitened differences. Doing so will

only be valid if errors in those differences are independent.

If the errors are positively correlated, multiplying the

diagnostic likelihood functions will overstate statistical

significance. Covariance of the temperature change var-

iables within the individual diagnostics is addressed by

regularized whitening, resulting in a reduced number

of variables, which should be independent provided

AOGCM control run simulations represent natural

variability sufficiently accurately. This issue is discussed

in AT99, where a consistency criterion is proposed based

(in the F06 case and our case) on r2min, using truncation

parameter k, lying within the 5%–95% points of the

(k2 3)Fk23,n or, more cautiously, X2
k23 distribution.

However, whitening does not address interdiagnostic

correlations. Nonindependence of observational vari-

ability is not a particularly serious concern regarding the

deep-ocean diagnostic, where natural variability is only

moderately correlated with surface temperature vari-

ability and most variance comes from measurement/

analysis error. However, it is a concern between the

surface and upper-air diagnostics, where no dilution of

correlations by added measurement/analysis error oc-

curs. Because of linkage via the lapse rate, fluctuations

in surface and tropospheric temperatures are likely to be

highly correlated. In the tropics, the tropopause is gen-

erally above the 150-hPa level. Figure 1 shows that the

decadal-scale correlation of natural variability of upper

air with surface temperatures, as simulated by the sec-

ond climate configuration of the Met Office Unified

Model (HadCM2; Johns et al. 1997) control run, is close

to one from 208S–208N except at 100- and 50-hPa pres-

sure levels. Outside the tropics, these correlations re-

main generally high for the 850–300-hPa levels.

Even ignoring the correlation issue, inferences from

the upper-air diagnostic are problematic. Parameter

inference from the upper-air diagnostic varies greatly as

kua and/or the weighting of levels is changed and is also

somewhat sensitive to the smoothness of interpolation.

Mass weighting of upper-air data was employed in F06,

treating each pressure level as extending halfway toward

the next, and toward 1000 hPa (surface pressure) at the

bottom and 30 hPa at the top. If alternatively the top

(50 hPa) level is treated as extending halfway toward

zero pressure—increasing its weight modestly, from

4.0% to 5.6%—parameter inference in the Seq–Ky plane

from the fit between themodel and observational upper-

air data changes dramatically when kua 5 14, as in F06.

The F06 weighting is perhaps preferable, but sensitivity

to minor reweighting is worrying. The possibility of in-

ference being sensitive to fairly arbitrary choices of

weightings and truncation parameters is inherent in

optimal fingerprint methods.

Figure 2a replicates the AT99 statistical consistency

test on the sum of squares of whitened differences

FIG. 1. Correlation of upper-air temperatures with surface-air temperatures based on de-

cadal mean HadCM2 control run data by pressure level. Only data from years 1 to 300 and 781

to 900 have been used, being those periods for which uncorrupted HadCM2 control run upper-

air data were obtainable. Data are averaged over all longitudes; latitude resolution is 2.58.
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between best-fit modeled and observed upper-air di-

agnostic temperatures. At F06’s selection of kua 5 14,
the minimum r2 with the top level weighted toward

0 hPa is 10.2, easily satisfying the AT99 consistency test;

whereas with the F06 weightings it is 20.2, failing the

stricter X2
k23 test version. This high r2min value is not

apparent from the interpolated r2 values produced by

the GRL06_reproduce code, which do not accurately

reflect the F06 method and have a much lower and in-

correct minimum of 11.4. On both weightings, at

kua 5 12 the AT99 consistency test is well satisfied, and

parameter inference is similar to that at kua 5 14with the

alternativemass weighting. This (along with it failing the

AT99 X2
k23 test) strongly suggests that it is the F06

weighting–truncation combination that produces invalid

inference. We validated the weighting–truncation com-

binations by recomputing r2min values using leave-one-

out subsampling, omitting each row of the control data

matrix in turn. At kua 5 14, over half these subsampled

r2min values failed the AT99 X2
k23 consistency test when

using F06 50-hPa-level weighting, and over a quarter

failed when using the alternative weighting. At kua 5 12,

all of the r2min values passed it, irrespective of weighting.

We therefore prefer kua 5 12, but retain F06’s 50-hPa-

level weighting.

Given high correlations and sensitivity to weightings,

the validity of inference based on inclusion of infor-

mation from the upper-air diagnostic is questionable.

Fortunately, the upper-air diagnostic is considerably less

informative than the surface diagnostic in constraining

parameter values. The results using the extended surface

diagnostic avoid the problematic upper-air diagnostic

by employing only surface and deep-ocean diagnostics;

adding the upper-air diagnostic, using the preferred

kua 5 12, hardly changes parameter inference.

4. Method

a. Introduction

We retain the F06 approach of whitening diagnostic

variables, using the same regularized inverse climate

noise covariance matrix estimates. As discussed in sec-

tion 3, whitening does not remove interdiagnostic noise

correlations, which appear substantial as regards the

upper-air diagnostic but tolerably low between the sur-

face and deep-ocean diagnostics. We remove dependence

onparameter surfaceflatness byworkingwith the full set of

whitened variables ~wc, a vector of length ksfc 1 kua 1 kdo
(where kdo 5 1), rather than using the F06 Dr2 method—

the mathematical basis of which requires the whitened

variables to be linear functions of the parameters, which

they are not. Accordingly, the F distribution we use relates

to r2, notDr2.Weadjust theFdistribution for the geometry

involved; the unadjusted density goes to zero at the best-fit

point (see supplementalmaterial for additional discussion).

This step appears to have been omitted in F06: its effects

increase with dimensionality and are modest when using

theDr2 method.We undertake only a single Bayesian step,

in whitened variables space, at which point the likelihood

function is a radially symmetricmultidimensionalGaussian

and a joint uniform prior—corresponding to uniform

sampling over the whitened variables ~w—is the so-called

Jeffreys’ prior (Jeffreys 1946) and is known to be non-

informative. We then convert the thus-derived joint PDF

for the ‘‘true’’ whitened diagnostic variables (hypothetical

observations excluding climate noise) w into a joint PDF

for the true model parameters ut, which, assuming model

accuracy, equal the true climate system parameters.

Although working with full sets of whitened differ-

ences, rather than just their sum of squares, is much

more computationally demanding than the F06 method,

FIG. 2. Consistency of (a) upper-air diagnostic and (b) surface

diagnostic with the statistical model: theoretical sum of squared

whitened model 2 observation differences at best-fit parameter

settings relative to actual sum, by diagnostic data and truncation

parameter (kua or ksfc). Consistent regions lie between black lines.

In (a) the dashed and dotted black lines represent respectively 5%

and 95% points of Fkua23,39 and (more stringently) X2
kua23

distribu-

tions. In (b) those lines represent respectively 5% and 95%points of

Fksfc23,49 and (more stringently) X2
ksfc23

distributions.
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given the large number of parameter combinations in-

volved, we thereby retain the information required to

derive a PDF conversion factor [p(ut)] equating to

a noninformative joint parameter prior. F06’s choice of

uniform parameter priors was made in the absence of

such information. We avoid use of Bayesian updating,

with its known incompatibility with noninformative

priors, by working with a single set ~wc of combined

whitened differences from all the diagnostics.

b. Derivation and interpretation of the PDF
conversion factor

Mathematical details of F06’s mFm,n method and of the

objective Bayesian method, including derivation of the

conversion factorp(ut)5 jDTDj1/2 fromprobability density

in whitened observation space to that in parameter space,

are given in appendixes A and B respectively. (The term D

is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of the whitened

modeled diagnostic temperatures with respect to themodel

parameters.) The resulting inferential equation is

p(ut j ~wc)} p(~wc j ut)p(ut) . (1)

This implies that p(ut) can alternatively be viewed as the

joint parameter prior when applying Bayes’s theorem to

derive a posterior joint parameter PDF from the combined

diagnostics likelihood, being p(~wc j ut) as a function of ut.

This will be a noninformative Jeffreys’ prior, since the

prior usedwhen applyingBayes’s theorem to thewhitened

temperatures was a noninformative Jeffreys’ prior, and

Jeffreys’ priors are invariant under reparameterization.

The standard Jeffreys’ noninformative prior for pa-

rameters related to normally distributed whitened var-

iables, derived in Jewson et al. (2009), is indeed identical

to p(ut). An alternative derivation of the same posterior

using a result in a differential geometry approach to

conditional probability (Mosegaard and Tarantola

2002) is outlined in the supplemental material. A joint

posterior can also be derived using our method on the

assumption, implicit in F06, that the parameter surface is

flat. On that assumption, the combined likelihood for

each diagnostic agrees to that using the F06 mFm,n(Dr2)
method, where m5 3, after the geometrical volume cor-

rection, which converts a PDF forDr2 into a joint PDF for

the three underlying error variables (see supplemental

material for additional discussion).

The detailed analysis has been undertaken with un-

certainty in the variance of the whitened differences

ignored. On that basis, noting from (B6) that the right-

hand side of (B8) is proportional to p(~wc jut),

p(~wc j ut)} exp[2(~sc(um 5 ut))
T(~sc(um5 ut))/2]

} [exp(2r2sfc/2) exp(2r2ua/2) exp(2r2do/2)]ju
m
5u

t
. (2)

This represents the product of likelihood functions for the

individual diagnostics, its form for each of them equating,

after multiplying by a (r2)k/221 geometric volume adjust-

ment (see supplemental material for additional discus-

sion), to aX2
k distribution for the sumof squares r2 of the k

whitened differences. To allow for variance uncer-

tainty, we replaceX2
k distributions with kFk,n distributions

(a t distribution for the deep-ocean diagnostic), as in the

F06 method, giving the combined likelihood as

p(~wc jut)} [Fk
sfc
,n

sfc
(r2sfc/ksfc)/r

k
sfc22

sfc Fk
ua
,n

ua
(r2ua/kua)/r

k
sfc22

ua tn
do
(rdo)]ju

m
5u

t
. (3)

To simplify the mathematics, the derivation of the PDF

conversion factor from whitened variables to parameter

space—which allocates probability according to relative

volumes in those spaces—ignores uncertainty in the vari-

ance of the whitened differences arising from CN being

estimated with only n DF. Such variance uncertainty has

little effect on the calculation involved, and the conversion

factor has much less influence than the joint likelihood

(where variance uncertainty is allowed for). Variance un-

certainty is small for the surface diagnostic since nsfc is

large.We take nsfc5 49 and 40 for respectively the 5- and

6-decade surface diagnostics, reflecting the numbers of

samples with nonoverlapping diagnostic periods obtain-

able from the control data, increased by 50% for over-

lapping samples (see AT99). Variance uncertainty for

the upper-air diagnostic has little influence on the con-

version factor. Uncertainty in the deep-ocean trend

variance estimate, which is large and estimated with

fewer DF, is explicitly allowed for. A more detailed

justification for the approach adopted, including for the

deep-ocean diagnostic, is set out in the supplemental

material.

5. Implementation

a. Interpolation

F06 computed r2 for each of the modeled parameter

combinations and interpolated it to a fine parameter

grid spanning their range in two stages. Interpolation
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was first to a spacing of DSeq 5 0.1K and D
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ky

p
5

0:1 cm s21/2 and then to DFaer 5 0:05Wm22. Our method

requires separate interpolation of all model diagnostic

variables. Interpolation of model data is preferable as

it is less nonlinear in the parameters than is r 2, and

model simulation variability can be allowed for.

We follow Curry (2007) in using a thin plate spline

(TPS) single-stage interpolation. For convenience we

extrapolate Seq into the range 0–0.5; as likelihood is

extremely low there, this has negligible impact. The in-

terpolation fits a TPS, separately for each variable, so as

to best match actual values at all model run parameter

combinations. The total squared misfits are minimized

subject to a smoothness constraint, which by giving in-

fluence to all actual values in a neighborhood restricts

the impact of distortions in individual values caused by

model simulation variability. The F06 method is less

able to reduce the effects of model simulation variability

both because it uses two steps and because the rela-

tionship between the quantity being interpolated and

model simulation variability is indirect.

Since we compute derivatives of the whitened inter-

polated variables with respect to the parameters—and

from that (Jacobian) matrix the PDF conversion factor/

noninformative prior—by differencing across adjacent

fine grid cells, reasonably smooth interpolation is pref-

erable. We achieve this by restricting the DF used in

interpolation to below that resulting from the default

smoothness constraint. With 256 DF for all diagnostics,

the noninformative prior remains somewhat artifacted,

particularly at model run locations. Using 128DF instead

for all diagnostics produced less artifaction, while still

departing only modestly from model ensemble values.

However, the interpolation should depart frommodel

ensemble values on account of model simulation vari-

ability (Curry 2007). Using 128 DF, interpolation error

at model run locations averages 60%–100% of esti-

mated model ensemble variability for the surface di-

agnostic, confirming that choice is reasonable. Similar

comparisons suggest that 64 DF would be appropriate

for the upper-air diagnostic interpolation and 256 DF

for the deep-ocean diagnostic. These values are used for

all results. The parameter marginal posterior PDFs

using our method are very similar with 64, 128, or 256 DF

interpolation.

When using the F06 method, parameter PDFs exhibit

more sensitivity to the DF used in interpolation, prin-

cipally for the upper-air diagnostic. TPS upper-air

interpolation with unrestricted DF results in a flattening—

starting at Seq approaching 4—appearing in the Seq
PDF. Investigation reveals that the flattening is only

noticeable when unrestricted DF interpolation is used

for the 08–58S latitude band, where it appears that some

data misprocessing may have occurred. The even more

limited reduction of model simulation variability with

the F06 interpolation method may account for such

flattening being more pronounced in the published F06

Seq PDF.

b. Whitening the diagnostic variables

We follow F06’s use of surface and upper-air data

from the 1691-yr HadCM2 control run, masking for

observational availability. F06 found that PDFs result-

ing from use of surface control run data from different

AOGCMs did not differ qualitatively. Before generat-

ing the new 6-decade surface diagnostic, we verified

that, using the F06 diagnostic periods, our code accu-

rately generated the F06/SFZ08 surface diagnostic from

model, observational, and control data extracted from

the GRL06_reproduce archive.

Figure 2b replicates the AT99 consistency test on the

sum of squares of whitened differences between best-fit

modeled and observed surface diagnostic temperatures.

Using theGRL06_reproduceHadCM2 control data, the

5- and 6-decade diagnostic data fail the AT99 consis-

tency test beyond ksfc 5 19 and 17, respectively. Using

the 5-decade to 1995/96 diagnostic, inferred parameter

PDFs are almost identical between ksfc 5 16 and

ksfc 5 19 and differ only slightly at ksfc 5 15. Using the

revised 6-decade to 2001 diagnostic, parameter PDFs

differ little between ksfc5 15, 16, or 17. We therefore

emphasize use of ksfc5 16, as in F06, for both the original

F06 and the revised surface diagnostics. Stability was

tested by recomputing r 2min values with varying segments

of the control data omitted. For both diagnostic versions

the AT99 test was satisfied in all cases at ksfc 5 16.

In view of the significant difference in inference as to

Seq arising from use of the revised surface diagnostic and

the danger that this might arise from a particular EOF

correlating with some noise pattern in the observations,

we have examined the effects of excluding one EOF at

a time. Since the AT99 consistency test is only satisfied

up to ksfc 5 17 for the revised surface diagnostic, we took

the first 17 EOFs, calculated r2 values with the contri-

bution thereto from each EOF in turn removed, and

derived parameter PDFs for each case, using the same

40-yr revised deep-ocean diagnostic throughout. No

major differences emerged, with the mode of all the

PDFs for Seq being within60.2K of that at ksfc 5 16 with

no EOFs excluded. Similar variation occurred using the

original diagnostic.

As shown in Fig. 3, using the revised diagnostics, pa-

rameter PDFs become less well constrained at ksfc 5 14,

but not materially so when using the objective Bayesian

method. Below ksfc 5 14, parameter PDFs become in-

creasingly poorly constrained using either the original or
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revised surface and deep-ocean diagnostics, as insuf-

ficient information is then retained to discriminate ade-

quately between differing regions in parameter space.

We use the F06/SFZ08 HadCM2 upper-air control

data matrix, containing 40 nonoverlapping samples, and

take nua5 39, one DF being lost in estimating a mean.

Whitening the deep-ocean diagnostic differences in-

volves no truncation but necessitates aggregating climate

noise and estimated uncertainty in the observational

temperature trend. Weighted linear least squares re-

gression is used, as in F06, giving observational trend

estimates for the 37 years to 1995 (40 years to 1998) of

0.70 (0.68)mKyr21, with unadjusted standard error (SE)

of 0.08 (0.07)mKyr21. However, the regression residuals

are highly autocorrelated, largely because of the 80%

overlap of adjacent pentads. Adjusted, approximately

FIG. 3. Marginal posterior PDFs for the three climate system parameters by diagnostics employed, method used,

and either (a),(b),(c) upper-air diagnostic EOF truncation parameter with the F06 diagnostics or (d),(e),(f) surface

diagnostic EOF truncation parameter with revised surface and deep-ocean diagnostics and no upper-air diagnostic.

Panels show marginal posterior PDFs for, from the top, Seq, Ky, and Faer. In (a),(b), and (c), the solid red lines show

marginal PDFs using the new objective Bayesian method and kua 5 12, while marginal PDFs using the F06 method

are shown at kua 5 12 (solid green lines) and at kua 5 14, as used in F06 (dashed blue lines). The dotted black lines

show the published F06 PDFs. In (d),(e), and (f), marginal PDFs using the new objective Bayesianmethod are shown

with ksfc 5 16 (solid red lines) and ksfc 5 14 (dotted blue lines), while corresponding marginal PDFs using the F06

method are shown with solid green and dotted black lines, respectively. The box plots indicate boundaries, to the

nearest fine grid value, for the percentiles 5–95 (vertical bar at ends), 25–75 (box ends), and 50 (vertical bar in box).

Parameter ranges are given by plot boundaries.
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twice as high, SEs estimated from regressions on non-

overlapping pentadal data were therefore used. This

ignores the previously discussed gain in effective DF re-

sulting from using overlapping samples. Most remaining

autocorrelation is probably because of slow natural var-

iability in ocean temperature, which is accounted for by

adding climate noise rather than measurement error

correlation. To test sensitivity to observational trend SEs,

variants of the main results using 50% higher SEs were

generated. These variants also serve to test the impact of

climate noise correlation between the surface and deep-

ocean diagnostics since the higher SEs reduce (to below

15%) the noise contribution to total deep-ocean whit-

ening variance. In each case, the effectiveDF ndo used for

the t distribution was adjusted to reflect the adjustments

made to the SEs.

We obtained deep-ocean control data from the 6100-yr

HadCM3 control run, whereas F06 used years 1–900 of the

Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) R30

spectral resolution control run (Delworth et al. 2002).

Trend variability in the first one-third of these control

runs greatly exceeds that in the middle and final thirds,

with the models appearing to be adjusting nonmonotoni-

cally toward dynamic equilibrium during the first one-

third, perhaps because of dynamically inconsistent initial

conditions.We therefore use the final two-thirds of the

HadCM3 data; the corresponding segments of GFDLR30

data yield a similar estimate. Our deep-ocean climate

noise estimate is accordingly only about half F06’s.

Conversely, our observational trend SE is about double

F06’s since F06 made no autocorrelation adjustment.

The aggregate climate noise and observational estimate

SE deep-ocean trend variance used, without a further

50% increase in SE, is close to that in F06.

c. Off-grid probability mass

We adopt the F06 approach of assigning zero proba-

bility to off-grid regions and normalizing to unit total

probability. The joint parameter posterior PDFs are low

at all grid boundaries except (when using the objective

Bayesian method with the original F06 diagnostics) to

a modest extent at the
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ky

p
5 0 boundary—which the

true
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ky

p
value must lie above—for below-average Seq

values. If substantial parts of the likelihood lay in in-

feasible parameter regions, parameter inference would

be problematic.

6. Results

The left-hand panels in Fig. 3 showmarginal posterior

PDFs for Seq, Ky, and Faer obtained with the original

diagnostics, at the preferred ksfc 5 16 and kua 5 12, using

both the F06 method with uniform priors and our new

objective Bayesian method. For the F06 method, PDFs

are also shown using kua 5 14. PDFs using the new

method are insensitive to the choice of kua. Identical di-

agnostic whitened differences are used for both methods.

F06 employed different DF for the three diagnostics, but

on both methods results are insensitive to adopting the

DF used in F06.

Using the F06 method, PDFs for Seq are much worse

constrained than when using our new method, particu-

larly at the deprecated kua 5 14. The Seq PDF using our

method has a shape approximating that expected theo-

retically (Roe and Baker 2007): when converted into

a PDF for the climate feedback parameter, which is

reciprocally related to Seq, its distribution is close to

normal. The Seq PDFs using the F06 method, when so

converted, are much less symmetric.

The PDFs for
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ky

p
are also better constrained using

our method and the already well constrained PDFs for

Faer become more so.

The F06main result PDFs based on uniform priors are

shown for comparison. They differ slightly from the

PDFs we compute using the F06 method and kua 5 14,

partly because of differences in interpolation and partly

because of various errors in F06’s implementation of its

method. In addition to its upper-air r2 values not ac-

cording with its method, as already mentioned, the

GRL_reproduce code shows that in computing likeli-

hoods the F distribution’s cumulative distribution

function (CDF), was erroneously used, rather than its

PDF, and the univariate deep-ocean diagnostic was

treated as trivariate, its r2 value being wrongly divided

by 3.

At kua 5 12, using our method the 5%–95% bounds

for Seq,
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ky

p
, and Faer are respectively 2.0–3.6K, 0.1–

1.3 cm s21/2, and 20.6 to 20.15Wm22. Using the F06

method (in parentheses: as reported in F06) the corre-

sponding ranges are 2.0–6.5 (2.1–8.9) K, 0.2–1.7 (0.2–2.0)

cm s21/2, and 20.75 to 20.2 (20.74 to 20.14) Wm22.

Themodes using our and the F06method are respectively

2.4 and 2.5 (2.9) K for Seq, 0.6 and 0.7 (0.8) cms21/2 forffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ky

p
, and 20.4 and 20.5 (20.5) Wm22 for Faer.

Imposing the assumption implicit in the F06 Dr2

method that the parameter surface is flat, but otherwise

using our new method, reduces the upper 95% bound

on Seq but only by 0.3K even in the 50% higher than

standard deep-ocean observational trend SE case.

This confirms that assuming flatness is inappropriate,

although the effects are modest here.

The right-hand panels in Fig. 3 show PDFs corre-

sponding to those in the left-hand panels but using the

revised diagnostics: longer 6-decade to 2001 surface di-

agnostic, 40-yr to 1998 deep-ocean diagnostic, and no

upper-air diagnostic. The shapes of the ksfc 5 16 PDFs are
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broadly similar to those using the original F06 diagnostics,

but those for Seq are narrower and have lower modes,

while those for
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ky

p
and Faer are wider, particularly when

using the F06 method. Varying
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ky

p
or Faer has only

a small effect on model-simulated surface temperatures

and hence on the diagnostic fit when model climate

sensitivity is low. Therefore, looser constraint on
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ky

p
and Faer is a counterpart of Seq being tightly constrained

at lower levels.

As when using the F06 diagnostics, we emphasize re-

sults using ksfc 5 16where consistency with the statistical

model, per the test in AT99, is good. We show PDFs at

ksfc 5 14 for comparison. Those using our new method

differ relatively little from PDFs at ksfc 5 16, save for the

Faer PDF shifting slightly. However, PDFs using the F06

method become substantially less well constrained.

At ksfc 5 16, using our method the 5%–95% bounds

for Seq,
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ky

p
, and Faer are respectively 1.2–2.2K, 0.3–

2.1 cm s21/2, and 20.55 to 0.0Wm22. Using the F06

method the corresponding ranges are 1.1–2.9K, 0.5–

4.4 cm s21/2, and 20.8 to 20.05Wm22. The modes (me-

dians) using our and the F06 method are, respectively,

1.6 and 1.5K (both 1.6K) for Seq, 0.9 and 1.0 (1.0 and

1.3) cm s21/2 for
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ky

p
, and 20.25 and 20.4 (20.3 and

20.35) Wm22 for Faer.

Imposing a 50% increase in the estimated deep-ocean

observational trend SE (at ksfc 5 16) marginally increases

the widths of the parameter marginal PDFs when using

our method, with the 95% bound on Seq rising to 2.3K.

Using the F06method they increase somewhatmore: most

notably, the 95% bound for Seq becomes 4.4K.

Figure 4 shows the computed PDF conversion factor

from whitened difference to parameter space (or non-

informative joint parameter prior) used to generate the

new method revised diagnostics results, ksfc 5 16. Its

shape varies little using ksfc 5 14 and/or the F06 di-

agnostics. A PDF-weighted mean over Faer values has

been shown. When instead conditioned on Faer, the prior

retains its broad shape over the range where the Faer

likelihood is significant but scales up by a factor of several

times as Faer becomes less negative. The sharp decline in

the prior with
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ky

p
reflects reducing sensitivity of mod-

eled temperatures to parameter changes as ocean heat

uptake increases, so that volumes in parameter space

correspond to progressively smaller volumes in whitened

difference space.

Model-prediction variability remaining after inter-

polation accounts for departures from smoothness and

monotonicity in the noninformative prior. The upturn in

the low Seq, high
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ky

p
corner is an artifact arising be-

cause at low Seq, where temperature changes are small,

model variability results in some of the simulated sur-

face diagnostic temperatures changing in the wrong

direction from
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ky

p
5 5 to 8, between which there are no

modeled values.

Figure 5 shows marginal joint credible regions in

Seq–
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ky

p
space, using our method for both the F06 and

revised diagnostics. The tongue of probability heading

toward high Seq levels, using the F06 diagnostics, is only

reduced to low levels (producing better-constrainedPDFs,

particularly for Seq) by the falling value of the non-

informative prior. The other diagnostic likelihoods cannot

by themselves sufficiently reduce the substantial surface

diagnostic likelihood that exists at very high Seq, even at

fairly low
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ky

p
. The revised surface diagnostic discrimi-

nates more, so the Seq PDF is reasonably constrained even

when employing the F06 uniform priors method.

7. Discussion

The Forest papers develop a powerful means of esti-

mating climate sensitivity jointly with uncertain ocean

diffusivity and aerosol forcing. We develop a revised,

objective Bayesian, statistical inference approach that

improves their methods, principally by use of a non-

informative prior but also by the avoidance of Bayesian

updating (which is incompatible therewith) and of de-

pendence on parameter surface flatness, and by in-

corporating a geometric volume adjustment.

Using our objective Bayesian method, the F06 ap-

proach of comparing observed with model-simulated

spatiotemporal surface temperature patterns fairly well

FIG. 4. Scaling factor from whitened difference space to pa-

rameter space employed by the objective Bayesian method,

equivalent to a noninformative joint prior for the three climate

system parameters. The plot shows variation in Seq–
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ky

p
space,

integrating over Faer weighted by its marginal PDF with ksfc 5 16,

using the revised diagnostics (longer surface and deep-ocean

diagnostics, no upper-air diagnostic).
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constrains parameter estimates using the same diagnostics

as in F06, whereas Seq is badly constrained using the

F06 method and uniform priors. We find the upper-air

diagnostic—which provides relatively weak inference—

problematic, with natural variability in many of its vari-

ables likely highly correlated with that in surface diagnostic

variables and sensitivity to the weightings and truncation

used, with theweightings–truncation combination used in

F06 seemingly producing unsatisfactory inference.

We resolve these issues by employing only surface and

deep-ocean diagnostics, revising these to use longer di-

agnostic periods, taking advantage of previously unused

post-1995 model simulation data and correctly matching

model simulation and observational data periods (mis-

matched by 9 months in the F06 surface diagnostic).

Using the revised diagnostics, estimates of Seq are lower

and more tightly constrained, with a 1.1–2.9-K range

obtained using the F06 method and 1.2–2.2K using the

new method. Switching from the original HadCRUT

observational surface temperature dataset to the updated

HadCRUT4 may have contributed significantly to this

reduction: Ring et al. (2012) reported that doing so

caused a 0.5-K reduction in their Seq estimate.

Comparison, at the best-fit parameter combinations,

of the model-simulated and observed rises in global

mean temperature between the first 20 and last 20 sim-

ulation years provides a key reality check for the validity

of inference arising from the alternative diagnostics,

testing all stages of the optimal fingerprint method.

Taking the best-fit point at ksfc 5 16 under the new

method and using the revised diagnostics, the two tem-

perature rises are virtually identical.Using the original F06

diagnostics, the model-simulated rise is one-third higher

than observed. These test results, while not proving that

parameter inference is correct using the revised di-

agnostics or incorrect using the original diagnostics,

provide substantial support for preferring use of the

revised diagnostics. However, the sensitivity of inference

about Seq to the data used, its processing and analysis,

indicates that results using the revised diagnostics should

not be regarded as definitive.

Our method of converting directly from a PDF in

whitened variable space to one in parameter space yields

a conversion factor equating to a noninformative joint

prior for the parameters. Its shape is far removed from

the uniform priors mainly used in F06, substantially af-

fecting results. Although, coincidentally, the central sec-

tion of the shape of the F06 expert prior for Seq is broadly

similar to a cross section of the noninformative joint

prior at fixedKy and Faer, the expert prior declines much

more rapidly at low and high Seq. Moreover, the non-

informative joint prior is far from uniform inKy and Faer

and is not a separable function of the three parameters.

The shape of the noninformative prior reflects how in-

formative the data are about the parameters as their

values vary, rather than the preexisting information as to

parameter values. Any such prior information is un-

likely to be independent of information provided by the

data, invalidating Bayesian inference. We recommend

that a computed noninformative joint parameter prior,

not separate uniform (or expert) priors, be used in future

Bayesian climate parameter studies.

Using the same diagnostics and method as F06, we

obtain tighter bounds (5%–95% points per marginal

posterior PDFs) at ksfc 5 16 than reported with uniform

priors in F06. This is particularly so for Seq, the central

estimate of which is, moreover, reduced by 0.4K. This

principally reflects use of a preferable upper-air truncation

FIG. 5. Joint credible regions in Seq–
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ky

p
space using the objective Bayesian method at ksfc 5 16 and all relevant

diagnostics (with kua 5 12 when using the upper-air diagnostic). (a) Original F06 diagnostics and (b) revised di-

agnostics (longer surface and deep-ocean diagnostics, no upper-air diagnostic). The contours enclose regions of

highest joint marginal posterior density with various levels of total probability, the innermost contour being at 50%.

Shading shows rejection regions at significance levels of 20% (lightest), 10%, and 1% (darkest).
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parameter and a corrected implementation of the F06

method. Our 90% range of 2.0–3.6K for Seq, obtained

using the new method with the F06 diagnostics, im-

proves on the IPCC’s 2–4.5-K ‘‘likely’’ range given in

Hegerl et al. (2007). Our 90% range of 1.2–2.2K for Seq,

obtained using the preferred revised diagnostics and the

newmethod, appears low in relation to that range, partly

because uncertainty in nonaerosol forcings and surface

temperature measurements is ignored. Incorporation of

such uncertainties is estimated to increase the Seq range

to 1.0–3.0K, with the median unchanged (see supple-

mental material for derivation and additional discussion).

Our 1.6-K mode for Seq obtained with the objective

Bayesian method and the preferred revised diagnostics is

identical to that from themain results in two recent studies

providing observationally constrained estimates of Seq:

Aldrin et al. (2012) and (using the same HadCRUT4

dataset) Ring et al. (2012). Our 1.1–2.9-K 90% range for

Seq obtained using the F06 method (uniform priors) and

revised diagnostics compares with the 1.2–3.5K obtained

using a uniform prior for Seq in Aldrin et al. (2012).
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APPENDIX A

The F06 Method and mFm,n Distribution

Each F06 goodness-of-fit statistic is based on a vector

~u5 ~To 2Tm(um) of the p differences between observa-

tions and model predictions. Through premultiplication

by a ‘‘whitening’’ matrix Ĉ21/2*
N 5⁄21

k VT
k (Vk⁄

2
kV

T
k being

the truncated eigen-decomposition of ĈN), ~u is trans-

formed into a set of error variables (whitened differ-

ences) ~s5 Ĉ21/2*
N ~u that would, if inter alia the estimated

noise covariance matrix ĈN and the model predictions

were accurate, have independent N(0, 1) distributions

when the model parameter settings equaled the climate

system parameters’ hypothetical true values.

Since only the k,p largest covariance matrix EOFs

are retained, there are only k nonzero whitened differ-

ences. The whitened differences’ sum of squares, r2, is

computed for each parameter combination setting.

AT99 states, in the context of climate change detection

and attribution, that where m scaling factors for the ra-

tios of observed to model-predicted pattern amplitudes

are estimated before model minus observation differences

are determined, ~uTĈ
21
N ~u; (k2m)Fk2m,n (ĈN from here

on referring to the version retaining k EOFs). When, as

in F06, the aim is instead to estimate climate system

parameters, the scaling factors are all set to unity rather

than being estimated, as discussed in F01; so m5 0.

Accordingly, assuming the model is accurate and uses

the true parameter values (resulting in the underlying

whitened differences being zero)

~uTĈ
21

N ~u; kFk,n . (A1)

The realized differences at each candidate model param-

eter settings arewhitened and thewhitened sumof squares

r2 computed. That sum represents the squared length of
~s, a vector in a k-dimensional whitened difference space,

with origin where all those differences are zero:

r 25k~sk25~sT~s5 (Ĉ21/2*
N ~u)T(Ĉ21/2*

N
~u)5 ~uTĈ

21

N ~u . (A2)

It is argued in F01 [see Eq. (6) therein] that

E(r 2)5E(
g
uTĈ

21

N
g
u)5 ûTĈ

21

N û1mFm,n , (A3)

where
gu represents the actual differences at the true

model parameter settings and û the estimated differ-

ences, being the actual differences at the best-fit model

parameters (where r2 isminimized), andm now represents

the number of unknown model parameters. Here m5 3.

Defining r 2min as the minimum r2 as model parameters

are varied and Dr 2 as the excess of r2 at an arbitrary

location in parameter space over r 2min, it is asserted [F01,

their Eq. (7)] that

Dr 2 ;mFm,n . (A4)

Given known observational values, all realizable whit-

ened difference vectors ~s extend from the origin to

a point on an m5 3 dimensional hypersurface (the pa-

rameter surface) embedded in the k-dimensional space,

the location of that surface depending on the observa-

tional values. In the k-dimensional space, r 2min is the

squared length of ŝ, the vector ~s ending at the point on

the surface nearest to the origin, representing the best-fit

estimated differences ûTĈ21
N û in (A3):

r 2min5 kŝk2 5 ŝTŝ . (A5)

At this point, the parameter surface is orthogonal to

ŝ (otherwise the minimum would lie elsewhere). An

m-dimensional tangent hyperplane coincident with the

parameter surface where it meets ŝ, and therefore also

orthogonal to ŝ, can be constructed. If the parameter

surface is flat, and so everywhere is coincident with the
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tangent hyperplane, Dr 2 will, as assumed in F06, have an

mFm,n distribution per (A4). However, the parameter

surface is more likely to be convex, resulting in anmFm,n

distribution producing tighter bounds on the parameters

than are justified (see supplemental material for addi-

tional discussion).

APPENDIX B

New Method

We start by defining whitened versions of the mod-

eled, observed, and underlying surface diagnostic tem-

peratures: qsfc 5 Ĉ21/2*
Nsfc

Tmsfc
(um), ~wsfc 5 Ĉ21/2*

Nsfc

~Tosfc , and

wsfc(ut)5 Ĉ21/2*
Nsfc

Tosfc (ut). The underlying temperatures

Tosfc (ut) are what the observed temperatures would

have been in the absence of climate noise and on the

assumption of model accuracy are functions of the

true parameter vector ut.

Since thewhitening operation is linear thewhiteningmay

be carried out before calculating differences or after, so

~ssfc 5 Ĉ21/2*
N

sfc
~u5 Ĉ21/2*

N
sfc

[~To
sfc
2Tm

sfc
(um)]

5 Ĉ21/2*
N

sfc

~To
sfc
2 Ĉ21/2*

N
sfc

Tm
sfc
(um)5 ~wsfc 2 qsfc . (B1)

By supposition, variability in the whitened observed

temperatures has a N(0, Iksfc ) distribution:

p[~wsfc jwsfc(ut)]} exp

(
2�

k
sfc

i51

[ ~wsfc
i
2wsfc

i
(ut)]

2/2

)
. (B2)

Now consider the kc vectors of whitened observed ~wc 5
( ~wsfc1 , . . . , ~wsfcksfc

, ~wua1 , . . . , ~wuakua, ~wdo), underlying wc 5
(wsfc1 , . . . ,wsfcksfc

,wua1 , . . . ,wuakua,wdo), and modeled

qc 5 (qsfc1 , . . . , qsfcksfc ,qua1 , . . . ,quakua,qdo) temperatures

for all three diagnostics combined, where kc 5ksfc 1
kua 1 1, and define ~sc 5 ~wc 2 qc. On the assumption,

implicit in F06’s use of Bayesian updating, that the

whitened differences for the three diagnostics are in-

dependent, we can obtain equations corresponding to

(B2) for the other diagnostics and then multiply them to

obtain a PDF for ~wc:

p[~wc jwc(ut)]} exp

(
2�

k
sfc

i51

[ ~wsfc
i
2wsfc

i
(ut)]

2/2

)

3 exp

(
2�

k
ua

i51

[ ~wua
i
2wua

i
(ut)]

2/2

)

3 expf2[ ~wdo 2wdo(ut)]
2/2g (B3)

or

p[~wc jwc(ut)]} expf2[~wc 2wc(ut)]
T[~wc 2wc(ut)]/2g .

(B4)

The density for ~wc depends only on the pivot variable

(~wc 2wc), so wc is a location parameter vector. The

noninformative joint prior for estimating location pa-

rameters in the presence of independent normal errors

of known variance is uniform (Datta and Sweeting

2005): p(wc)5 constant. Applying Bayes’s theorem at

this point, we derive a posterior joint PDF for the un-

derlying whitened temperatures as

pw
c

[wc(ut) j ~wc]5p~w
c

[~wc jwc(ut)]pw
c

(wc)/p~w
c

(~wc) . (B5)

Omitting constant values of the uniform prior and the

denominator we obtain

pw
c
[wc(ut) j ~wc]} p~w

c

[~wc jwc(ut)] , (B6)

which, substituting from (B4), becomes

pw
c
[wc(ut) j ~wc]} expf2[~wc 2wc(ut)]

T[~wc 2wc(ut)]/2g .
(B7)

This Bayesian posterior is identical to the error distri-

bution PDF when estimating the underlying whitened

temperatures using a frequentist approach.

Given the assumption of model prediction accuracy

qc(um) j um5ut 5wc(ut), we can, since (B1) extended to

the combined diagnostics then implies ~sc(um 5 ut)5
~wc 2wc, simplify (B7) to

pw
c

[wc(ut) j ~wc]} expf2[~sc(um 5 ut)]
T[~sc(um 5 ut)]/2g .

(B8)

The resulting joint posterior PDF for wc can now be

converted into a joint PDF for the parameters using

a standard generalization [Mardia et al. 1979, their Eq.

(2.5.16)] of the usual formula for converting PDFs upon

a change of variables with unchanged dimensionality.

If x5f(u),u 2 Rm, x 2 Rk is a parameterization of a

m-dimensional hypersurface in Rk(m# k) and g(u) is

a PDF on Rm, then x has a PDF on the hypersurface

given by

f (x)5 g[f21(x)]jDTDj21/2
, (B9)

where
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D5D(x)5

"
›fi(u)

›uj

#�����
u5f21(x)

(B10)

is the k3m Jacobian matrix evaluated at u5f21(x).

Here, we take g(u)5 p(ut), the joint PDF for the true

parameter vector, and x5wc(ut) so thatf
21(x)5 ut and

we make the PDFs conditional on ~wc (which does not

affect D), with the result that (B9) becomes

p[wc(ut) j ~wc]5 p(utj~wc)jDTDj21/2
, (B11)

where

D5D[wc(ut)]5

2
4›wc

i
(ut)

›ut
j

3
5
������
u
t

. (B12)

Rearranging (B11),

p(ut j ~wc)5 p[wc(ut) j ~wc]jDTDj1/2 . (B13)

By the presumed model prediction accuracy and (B1)

wc(ut)5qc(um jum5 ut)5 ~wc(
~To

c
)2~sc(

~To
c
, um jum5 ut) ,

(B14)

and noting that ~wc is not a function of uwe can therefore

change (B12) to

D52

2
64›~sci(um)

›um
j

3
75
�������
u
m
5u

t

(B15)

Substituting now fromEq. (B6) in Eq. (B13), noting that

conditionality on wc(ut) is the same as conditionality on

ut, gives

p(ut j ~wc)} p(~wc jut)jDTDj1/2 , (B16)

where jDTDj1/2 represents a conversion factorp(ut) from
probability density in whitened observation space to

that in parameter space (i.e., on the parameter surface).
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